Chapter Eight

THE DRIVING FORCE OF THE CONGREGATION
LIBERMANN

S

SPIRITUAL AND APOSTOLIC DOCTRINE

Readers whose interest is limited to the story as it unfolds in these pages
be well advised to skip this chapter. It would only bore them. Others
may wish to achieve a measure of insight into history by learning something about the driving force which, since the middle of the nineteenth
century, has animated the Congregation and influenced the achievements of its members. For them two brief studies are added here: one
concerning Libermann's spiritual doctrine insofar as it applies to people
involved in an active life, and another regarding his theory of evangeliza-

will

tion.

His teachings on those two points need to be considered explicitly
because they differed significantly from the commonly held views of his

contemporaries and exercised a profound influence beyond the relatively
narrow confines of his congregation. It is often claimed that it was St
Therese of Lisieux who caused a real revolution in the history of spirituality by substituting an asceticism of the litde for the search for crucifying
deeds. But as Pierre Blanchard, a well-known authority on ascetical theology, points out, half a century earlier, "Libermann had already started
this revolution in the direction he gave to the countless people who
entrusted themselves to him."^ His theory of evangelization was likewise
strikingly ahead of the times and has since found official confirmation in
many directives emanating from the Holy See.

Libermann's Spiritual Doctrine

1.

Libermann's spiritual teachings are to be found in his voluminous
correspondence,'* a number of instructions published after his death
and in his commentary of the Gospel of St John. Taken together, they
'* About 1,800 of his letters have been preserved, but
about ten per cent of the total written by him.
'
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present a "science of holiness" which escapes the confines of his native
country, rises above the rationahsm, romanticism and self-conscious mortification

of the nineteenth century and,

in

its

maturity, belongs to no

particular school of spirituality.^ Averse to rigid systems in the spiritual

Libermann's doctrine possesses a universality which flows from his
emphasis on the idea of allowing the Holy Spirit to act freely in each
person. Paradoxically, it transcends the limitations of time and space by its
very concreteness, for Libermann is concerned with the person — any
person — in the exact situation where each one finds himself. This concrete wholesomeness gives his message a kind of timelessness and modern
touch. One might even characterize it by the contemporary terms "existential" or "phenomenological" and dare to speak of a "situation spirituallife,

ity."2*

Contemplation and Practical Union. Libermann soon realized that contemplation is rarely attained by people who are engaged in an active life. A
supernatural state in which man is wholly lost in God presupposes as a
natural condition certain favorable circumstances that are not easily fulfilled by people whose lives are enmeshed in work and action. For this
reason he devoted much attention to what he called "practical union" with
God. In such a union one is faithful to grace in all the big and little
circumstances of everyday life and sees everything in relation to God.^
to God. The way to reach this union lies in what he calls
may be best translated by the phrase "willing and
which
perhaps
abandon
total surrender to God."^* By this term he understands the submission of
all our powers and activities to God's will, no matter in what way this will
manifest itself, whether it be through a personal illumination by the Holy
Spirit, our superiors, the accepted rule of life, or in the concrete historical
setting in which our life runs its course. Thus abandon means a total and
unconditional surrender of ourselves to God.^

Total Surrender
,

struck by the fact that Libermann's aversion to systematism in spirituality and
when his contemporary Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) revolted
against Hegel's rationalism and laid the foundation for an existential approach to philosophy, religion and the human sciences. Libermann also uttered the keyword of Edmund
Husserl (1859-1938), the founder of phenomenology, long before this distinguished Jewish
philosopher was born: "We must aim straight for the things themselves." And with his Jewish
contemporary Karl Marx (1818-1883) he proclaimed that "in order to conceive matters

^*One

is

asceticism occurred just

one must view them practically." To the best of my knowledge, no comparative study
Marx and Libermann has as yet been made.^

exactly,

of

^*Others have characterized
or spiritual poverty."

his spirituality as

one of self-denial,

passivity,

peace of soul,

^A. ReU(, Paiwrete spirituelle et Mission d'apres le P. Libermann, Paris, 1955, 26; Paul Sigrist,
"VAhermdinn," Dictionnaire de Spiritualite vol. 5, Paris, 1976, 771-772.
^For a comparison of Kierkegaard and Libermann see J. Heijke's article in Spiritus,
supplement 1964, 101-115. Libermann quotations in N.D., 7, 81 f. (cf. 8, 36).
^E.S., 480 ff., 526 L; L.S., 1, 275.
^L.S., 1, 74, 76, 278, 285, 296; 2, 451, 517.
•'Cf. Blanchard, op,cit., 1, 12 L; J. Gay, The Spirit of Venerable Libermann, New York (1954).
,
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One who has surrendered himself to God in this way allows him to do
whatever he wishes; such a person simply places himself at God's disposal
without any reservations. He allows himself to be molded by God, knowing full well that the God of love does not destroy his creature but brings its
potential to the fullest possible development. In this joyful and total
surrender one is concerned only with pleasing God in everything and acts
under the influence of grace. The Holy Spirit himself, as it were, has
become the only source of one's life.^
This doctrine avoids two opposite extremes — the one which tends to
leave everything to God and remain purely passive (for Libermann insists
one must act according to the directions of the Holy Spirit); the other,
which strives to take the initiative in everything (for Libermann wants us
to act only under the influence of God's grace). Libermann's total surrender must not be confused with the total passivity of Molinos, for it is not
merely the attitude of mind desirous of perfection. His total surrender
implies considerable personal effort on the part of man to control his
impulses, master his impatience, and overcome self-set patterns of judgment and

The

activity.^

surrender to God's grace does not fit any predetermined
system of spirituality, for the simple reason that systems are something
abstract and artificial, while people are concretely different and therefore
influenced by God in different ways. It is not surprising, then, that
Libermann disliked spiritual systems and abstract patterns of spiritual
life, because these nearly always constitute an obstacle to the free action of
the Holy Spirit on the person.^
total

Total Surrender

does not

and Self-Renunciation. By self-renunciation Libermann

mean that we should

inflict all

kinds of positive mortifications

he was definitely averse

on

such practices. Instead, he
recommends that we remove from ourselves all attachment to our own
views, our comforts and our inclinations, for it is these that hamper grace.
This attachment finds its source in self-love and sensuality, which are the
twofold root of all our spiritual evils. By self-love man lets himself be
guided by considerations which center in him rather than in God. He replaces God by himself. Through sensuality man yields to created goods
instead of surrendering himself to God. These two roots of self-love and
sensuality should constitute the object of our efforts at renunciation.
Here, again, Libermann rejects the artificiality of any spiritual system
ourselves.'** In fact,

to

•"The
finally

greatest temptation I had to fight against in him was his desire for mortification.
took away his discipline and forbade him all kinds of mortifications."'"

'N.D.,4, 104 f.; L.S., 1,295.
»N.D., 3, 259.
»N.D., 3. 265; L.S., 3, 349; Commentaire du
Cf. Blanchard, op.at.. 1, 194 ff.
'"D.S., 331 ff.; N.D., 4, 315; 9, 195.

S.

Evangile selon S.Jean, Ngazobil, 1872. 231
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which advises us

to attack

our defects one by one

until

none are

left

and

reached. Instead, he wants us to remove all defects by depriving
them of their ultimate source of life and growth.^'
holiness

is

Generally perfect self-renunciation is not something to be reached or
even approximated by a single act of will, even though such an act may be
prompted by grace. Normally the process advances by stages. First the
person striving toward God tends to avoid self-seeking and such pleasures
as would involve a complete break with God through mortal sin. The
second stage is reached when man tries to become detached from himself
wherever attachment would imply even the slightest deviation from God's
law. Finally, he becomes so detached that he wants only what is most
agreeable to God. These are the three stages traditionally described as the

and the unitive way.*^
and Mental Prayer. For one who sincerely endeavors to
surrender himself to God, mental prayer does not mean an interruption
of ordinary life to consider something which normally receives only
occasional attention. It means leaving aside for some time the everyday
cares and relations with other people to devote oneself^ consciously andfully
to the God who dominates one's every action. Thus, again, there is no
need to follow any special method of mental prayer, whether it be Sulpician or Ignatian, except perhaps in the beginning of a person's spiritual
life when he has not yet become sufficiently committed to God. As soon as
possible all such methods should be given up in favor of a simple contact
purgative, the illuminative
Total Surrender

with God.^^

The

prerequisite of mental prayer

nunciation of our

own

self during the

is

recollection,

which means the

re-

time of prayer. Such recollection

is

we endeavor to live with God in everyday life. For one
whose life moves on a wholly natural level and tends to stay there, mental
prayer will always be nothing but a dreary exercise, an unpleasant way of
wasting time, a burden to be dropped as soon as possible.*^
People who lead an active life, beset with all kinds of cares and occupations, may experience great difficulties in recollection, even though they
sincerely try to practice surrender to God throughout their work. To such
people Libermann offers this advice:
possible only

if

In what, then, ought your mental prayer to consist?

remaining

That

is

all.

and truthfully
making numerous

restfully, peacefully

Do

not aim at

It

should consist

reflections or

in

Our Lord.
eliciting many

in the presence

of

wretched little
enough. Do not seek to express to him the
sentiments you have or wish to have; do not violently expose your wants.

affections. Force nothing; abide in Christ's presence as a

child before his father; that

1, 347; 2, 180; E.S., 298
>2E.S.,475.

"L.S.,

i^L.S.,

3,321; 2,354,462.
355.

"-•L.S., 2,

ff.;

is

L.S.. 2,

275; E.S., 477; L.S.,

1,

419, 315.
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your poverty and weakness. Put yourself at

his

Do this without effort
words. One must be accus-

with you what he pleases.

.

.

.

and avoid a multiplicity of interior or exterior
tomed to live in God's presence, and then, during prayer, be internally
separated from all things, in order to lay oneself open before the divine
Remain in his presence, willing to be at his disposal. Let it be
Lord.
enough for you to direct your gaze on him from time to time with this
intention. When distractions come, try now and again to put them gently
and quietly aside, and be content with looking peacefully at him to whom
you belong. ^^
.

.

.

Surrender and Sin. Surrender should be practiced even with respect to
our sinfulness and our desire for holiness. Constant self-analysis puts us in
considerable danger of self-love, self-complacency and presumption. Ima sign of natural activity— we are trying to

patience with ourselves

is

ourselves holy, whereas

God alone can sanctify us. As

"to seek less to

know

peacefully to please

in

what things we fail in regard
in all our acts."^^

to sin,

to

God

make

he advises us
than to strive

him

The main fruit of such a total surrender to God during our life is a
profound peace of soul whose inner depths no trials, no temptation ^nd
no discouragement can disturb. Having no desires that are our own, we
can rest in the embrace of God, we have obtained "the peace of God which
passes

understanding."*^

all

Such

in brief outline

insofar as

2.

it

is

the basis of Libermann's spiritual doctrine

concerns people

who

are involved in an active

life.^*

Libermann's Principles of Evangelization

Libermann's importance in the history of modern missiology has
gained widespread recognition. The Jesuit A. Retif, for example, says that
he "was strikingly ahead of his age," and the Oblate J. Dindinger gives a
detailed analysis of his writings because of his "extraordinary importance," his "decisive importance for the Negro mission."^* The best tribute of all, however, lies in the fact that, as Bishop Chappoulie pointed out,
^*The preceding pages endeavor to express Libermann's doctrine in its maturity. He
himself admits'* that in his earlier days as a youthful convert he was often too harsh and
unyielding. But, as he matured in wisdom and grace and acquired more experience of
human beings, he learned the patience and moderation which characterize the master of the
spiritual life.
®*It stands to reason that not all of Libermann's ideas were ahead of his time, for no one
ever escapes being also a child of his century. For example, one finds no ecumenical attitude
toward other denominations, although he admitted that many of them were in good faith.
'^L.S.,

3,462

>«L.S.,

I,

f.;

N.D.,

1,23,24,54;
'«N.D., 11, 320 f.
'^L.S.,

7,

37

f.

331, 336; N.D., 4, 135
E.S., 49.

f.;

L.S.,

1,

115

f.

(quotation).
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his ideas

would be found

documents of the Church

in the official

in the

twentieth century.^''

Preconditions of All Apostolate: Freedom of Conscience
to the

and Openness

World

Faithfulness to the Holy Spirit demands respect for human beings as
endowed with God-given powers of intellect and free will. Because these

human beings live in concrete social, political and cultural situations in the
world, the same faithfulness also requires that our religious ministry be
open to the world. Libermann stressed these two points long before they
became commonly accepted.

Freedom to Conscience. No one, Libermann held, should be forced to
accept belief in God, any religion or moral code. Writing to Father — later
Bishop — Le Berre, a missionary in Africa, he told him in 1847:

We

should have a loving interest in all people, no matter what they think
about religion and about us. We should also be full of respect for their
God has given these people the
freedom to think and act as they see fit.
power freely to reject him and to act against his will. Consequently, we must
.

.

.

not try to force them or become irritated with them.

Openness

to the

World. In the

first

half of the nineteenth century France

and most of the Western world underwent profound economic and

social

changes. This, in 1848, resulted in many revolutions throughout Europe.
When after the February Revolution most French priests were fearful of
the new situation and longed for the "good old times," Libermann wrote:
that we live now no longer in the order that was established in
has been the misfortune of the clergy in recent times that they
but we
remain stuck in the ideas of the past. The world has gone ahead,
have fallen behind the times. It is time for us to catch up with the world in

Keep

in

mind

the past.

It

.

.

.

fidelity to the Gospel, to do good and combat evil according to the
Clinging fearfully to the "good old
and the mentality of the age.
dmes" and holding fast to the old ways of thinking will simply nullify all our
efforts and give the enemy a chance to entrench himself in the new situation. So let us frankly and simply embrace the new order and breathe into it

complete
situation

.

.

.

the spirit of the Gospel.
Similarly, he accepted without question that the "curse of

Ham" had fallen on the black race.

Unlike others, however, he held that this "curse" was not of divine origin but human, and
thought that it was high time to remove it because "these people are created in God's image
like anyone else." Moreover, he often wrote about Negroes in tones that strike us today as
paternalistic, but it should be kept in mind that the only Africans he knew of were those
victimized by slavery or exploited by traders on the coast of the continent.^"
'''Retif.op.a/., 12: J.

Dindinger, B.M., 17,421-428, 453-461 and p. X; ChappouUie, B.G.,

42, 273. Cf. also Blanchard,

op.cit., 2,

2»N.D., Compl., 48, 62, 182; 8, 223
VidLxn" Spiritan Papers, 6, 33 ff.).
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Lecuyer, "Father Libermann and the Curse of
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that retain full validity and urgency even today in the last
century. Libermann impressed this need for
the
twentieth
of
decades
openness to the world particularly on his missionaries charged with the
evangelization of the new world of Africa. We will see more about this in
connection with mission and civilization.
Libermann was also profoundly conscious of the fact that the Revolution of 1792 had caused great changes in the mentality and the world of
young people. He realized that the educational methods followed in the
"good old times" were outdated and that, in particular with respect to
candidates for the priesthood, new approaches should be used. Ignorant
of the fact that the eighteenth century regulations of Holy Ghost Seminary, with their strict and detailed supervision of everyday life, had been
highly praised by Propaganda Fide in 1824 as a model to be followed

These are words

elsewhere, he wrote very candidly:

from
methods in vogue before the Revolution of 1793. Experience shows that
the old approach is no longer applicable.
In these days the education of seminarians must be totally different

the

Few would dare to challenge the claim that his words apply afortiori to our
time and that his critique applies also to nineteenth century approaches
that

now have become even more

antiquated. ^^

The Church as Mission
Libermann's theology of mission is founded on God's will to save all
to go and teach all nations, but in typical
fashion he centered it in the priesthood of Christ. "The priestly spirit" of
Christ, he said, "is nothing but a spirit of reconciliation and salvation for
the whole human race." Thus every priest is somehow a missionary. "If
you don't have the missionary spirit," he told Father Clair, "you do not
have the priestly spirit." The same applies to "the bishops [who] have
received the fullness of the priesthood. They must extend their concern to
the whole world," and not narrowly confine their interest to their own
^local Church.
Libermann does not explicitly speak about the role of laypeople in this
context because he was addressing himself primarily to priests and bishops. However, the idea that the whole of the ecclesial community is
involved in the mission would follow from the universal "royal priesthood" shared by all the faithful. In fact, Libermann wished laypeople —
both foreign and native — to become involved in the task of evangelization
as catechists, helpers and models of Christian life.

mankind and on the mandate

^'N.D., 9, 248 (freedom of conscience); 10, 151 (openness to the world); 12, 525 (seminary

education).

"N.D.,

9,

372; L.S., 2, 316.
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Because evangelization

a task of the whole Church,

its central authorshould not be taken,
Libermann adds, as if complete centralization of authority and government is needed. That would even be wrong, for Our Lord "has given
special and detailed power to each of the Apostles or bishops." If the
bishops' concern extends to the whole world, then excessive centralization
would destroy the "compact unity" which the various parts of the
Church — the local Churches — should constitute "in accordance with its
institution by Christ, a unity guided and directed by the Head of the

ity

obviously

lies in

is

the Pope as

its

head, but

this

Church."
But "the Church must not and cannot be led in the same way as secular
governments rule." The "tendency to a marked degree of centralization
... is dangerous for the very person who introduces it," whether in the
Church at large or in a local Church. It "impresses a false spirit on the
people and the works which he directs. I say 'a false spirit' because it is not
in keeping with the Gospel. "^^ One can hear in his words a prophetic
appeal for the collegiality and co-responsibility found in the documents of
Vatican council

II.

Purpose of Missions: Local Churches and Native Leadership
Local Churches.

The collapse of so many flourishing missions established

former ages had made a profound impression on Libermann. "It seems
that any ill wind is enough to destroy everything," he sighed. "Several of
the most brilliant conquests have collapsed ... at the very moment when
they were at the height of their bloom." Africa itself presented just such a
sad spectacle in its ruined missions of Congo and Angola. Undoubtedly,
in these territories, the early missionaries "produced numerous Christian
communities, [but] perhaps without using sufficient means to consolidate
the fruits of their labors by giving these communities the stable strength of
a Church. "^^
To avoid repeating this mistake, Libermann clearly impressed on his
missionaries the exact purpose of their work and the general plan of
action to be followed. In a memorandum addressed to Propaganda in
1846, as well as many earlier and later letters, he boldly and unhesitatingly
outlined his thoughts, which differed considerably from general contemporary practice.^* The purpose of the missions, he wrote, is "permain

'*Similar ideas were proposed at the same time by Jean Luquet (1810-1858), a friend of
since 1838. Luquet had first planned to join Libermann's society, but in 1841 he
entered the Foreign Missions Society. Later he became a bishop. The two kept in frequent
touch — more than a score of Libermann's letters to Luquet have been preserved. They must

Libermann

have influenced each other in many respects.^*

"N.D., ll,97f.
"N.D., 8, 241,235.
^^N.D., Compl., 18-146; R. Roussel, Un Precurseur, Mgr Luquet, Langres, 1960.
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nently to implant our holy religion" by "beginning the construction of the
"^^
stable edifice of a canonically established Church.
Of course, this idea was not exactly new. The Apostles themselves had
propagated the faith by founding authentically local Churches wherever
they went. However, in the course of time their rnodus agendi had been
largely forgotten. Missions had come to be established more and more as
"foreign religious colonies,"^* and the whole mentality of the operation

smacked somewhat of colonialism. All too frequently, also, evangelization
were directed to the immediate conversion of the greatest possible
number of individuals rather than the planting of a new local Church that
was truly rooted in the local people and therefore a safeguard for the
future. Against this shortsighted view Libermann argued:
efforts

I

perfectly understand your grief to see so

perdition and your desire to go to their aid.

many people on
.

.

.

the road to
[However,] do not forget

The
you are not there for the present, but to build for the future.
and ill-conceived step, by a measure
which produces an immediate good result, may perhaps mean the loss of
[The loss of some individuals] certainly
more than a hundred thousand.
is a great misfortune, but it would be incomparably more unfortunate if in
your hurry to save a few of these individuals you allow a whole people to
that

.

.

.

ten individuals you save by a hurried

.

.

.

perish. ^^

martyrdom which in the past so often dominated
Libermann soberly remarked that his men should "not go to
seek death in the missions, but to work for the salvation of man." He
added that ordinarily he "would not want to accept a vocation based on
such a desire" and warned his sons that recklessly fearing "neither death
nor disease" was a sign of zeal, but of an imperfect and imprudent zeal.^^
Native clergy. Libermann's campaign for local Churches necessarily
As

to the desire for

missionaries,

implied the formation of a "natural clergy," a "native clergy, rooted in the
To arrive at lasting success, he wrote:

country, a native hierarchy."

Only one way seems practical to us — namely, to base ourselves from the very
beginning on a stable organization indigenous to the soil which we want to
cultivate.

The formation of a

native clergy

.

.

.

supplies the only

means whereby

the

of the Gospel can be widely diffused and the Church solidly established
the countries where we are called to work.

light
in

''*Term used by Bishop Constantini, Secretary of Propaganda, in describing the former
methods of missionary work. They produced only "miserable results. '"^^
^"N.D., 8, 242, 275. J. Lecuyer,

"The Local or

Libermann," S/7mton Papers, 1, 18 ff.
"Missiewerk, 1940, 86 fL CL N.D., Compl., 62
"N.D., 11, 193 L
2«N.D., 6, 155; 3, 85, 94 fL; L.S., 4, 223 L

Particular
f.

Churches According

to

Father
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Undoubtedly,
but

if

in the

beginning [the new bishop] would need white

priests,

the preservation of an exclusively white clergy were to be a policy

adopted permanently or at least for too considerable a time, decay [of the
local Church] would be inevitable.^"

new

"As soon as possible," therefore, a native clergy should be formed "so that
foreign priests can be dispensed with." Again, "to put it briefly," this
mission (Haiti) "needs a bishop and a clergy who come from the country
itself."^' Libermann's insistence on this aspect of evangelization explains
why his priests, within a few years of their arrival, opened seminaries
wherever ther were sent.^* He likewise encouraged native foundations of
Brothers and Sisters and urged that they be fully adapted to the condition
of the land of their origin. Thus it was wholly in accord with his views that
his priests founded religious congregations a few years after their arrival
in

Reunion and

The

Africa.''^

generation of native priests, he thought, would still need
considerable guidance by foreign missionaries because of the enormous
pressure arising from their non-Christian environment and the bad
example set by corrupt Europeans. As time went on, however, "foreign
priests would no longer be needed."^"* The new local church would then
first

be solidly established, and the missionaries could withdraw "to go to the
aid of another part of the Church which at that time would be most
abandoned." Yet, they should not prematurely "give up a mission already
begun to undertake another one" in even greater need, but stay until "the
first one is so well established that it is no longer in a condition" of great

need and neglect. ^^
Co-responsible Laypeople.

new

local

clergy

Churches

— but

Libermann did not view the establishment of

as exclusively the task of the clergy

— even of a

native

as involving the active participation of the laity as well.

Laypeople should take part in it as catechists "to spread the true doctrine
and educate their fellow countrymen in the faith and in Christian living."
He even thought of preparing Negroes'"* from one country to become
^"^
missionary priests, catechists and educated layleaders in other lands.
The laymen were to be taught to become "teachers, farmers, master"*h was not always easy to get the idea of native priests accepted. From Reunion Le
Vavasseur wrote: "If they knew that we were even thinking of sending a Negro to France to
become a priest, they would literally hack us to pieces. "^^
'"*hi 1867 the Indian Spiritan Brother Francis Nassy became a missionary in East Africa,
and in 1869 the black Spiritan Emile Cady went from Reunion to work in Gabon. He died in

Goree

in 1880.

8, 235, 242; D.S., 537.
3iN.D.,6, 64; 8, 340 f.
32N.D.,6, 611.

""N.D.,

='3N.D.. II, 114 ff.
^•N.D., 6, 285, 294; 2, 182; 6, 64 (letter to Isaac Louverture).
35N.D., 2,482 (cf. 3, 94), 241.
'"'N.D., 6, 393; 7, 126. For footnote 10* see B.G., 7, 368; II, 132, 685

ff.
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not just to operate things but "how

things operate," so that they would be able to continue on their own. At
the same time, they should be given "a more advanced knowledge and

understanding of religious principles" and careful training

in

"moral

conduct," so that their superior knowledge would be a credit to the
virtuous and religious life. In this way, he told Louverture,* ^* both priests
and laypeople would tend to the same goal; "spiritual happiness" and "an

honest well-being on the natural level" would go hand in hand.^^
While advocating in this way the preparation of an elite, Libermann did
not wish to separate knowledge and work in their education. On no
account did he want to contribute to the formation of a privileged class at
the expense of other people. "It is absolutely necessary," he wrote, "that
the civilization brought to this country [Africa] produce great solidarity
among the indigenous population. If it were to result in disorder, it would
not be much of a present for them." The educated elite he had in mind
was one endowed with "all the religious and social virtues" and, therefore,
"capable of making themselves useful with respect to their fellowcitizens."

We see here how for Libermann the education of a developing nation
should include the head, the hand and the heart and be for the benefit of
the whole people. It may be useful to point out that similar ideas presided
over the founding of Samuel Chapman Armstrong's famous Hampton
Institute for

Negroes

in Virginia in

1868 and that Armstrong's ideas

influenced the educational policies in British-controlled African colonies
after

World War

I.^^

Evangelization and Civilization
Civilization and Work. Libermann's plan to create a "basis of civilization
independent of the presence of [foreign] missionaries" by making the
African laity "teachers, farmers and master-craftsmen" should not be
understood as if he considered Africans suitable only for relatively humble positions. On the contrary, he maintained that "Negroes are not less
intelligent than other peoples" and backed up his assertion with relevant facts. Among Africans, he concluded, "there are people with a head
on their shoulders." The only difference between them and others was
"*Isaac Louverture was a son of the famous Haitian self-educated slave known as
Toussaint L'Ouverture (1744?-1803), who led the Negro rebellion which gave Haiti its
freedom. In 1793 he drove out the invading British and Spanish armies; in 1801 he
conquered the Spanish-speaking part of the island and united it with its French-speaking
section. Treacherously seized by Napoleon's General Leclerc in 1802, he died in a French
prison as a martyr of his people. His son was a good friend of Libermann, who wrote him
several letters.

''N.D., 7, 167; 8, 248; 6, 66 (another
Louverture N.D., 4, 391; 6, 32, 62, 65.
^''N.D., 6, 66 fL; Groves IV, 111 ff.

letter to

Louverture). Cf.

10,

452. Letters to
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absence of formal education, "only the most outstanding
white people, they were "well
minds can
instructed from their youth and carefully educated," no one could seriously maintain that they are incapable of taking their place in all "the
different ranks of society. "^^
If Libermann modestly abstained from entering into greater and more
specific details about the education of Africans, one reason was that "in
the beginning things [can be done] only imperfectly."^^ A second reason
was his reluctance to draw up specific plans for conditions about which
experience could not yet supply all the necessary information.^^* That
was why he constantly warned his sons in that precolonial period of
Africa: "Do not lay down precise and fixed ideas. It is too soon for that.
We must remain flexible enough to modify and change, if necessary, the
Experienced^* will be our teacher.""*^ A
way of implementing our plan.
final reason was, as we will see, his firm intention not to disturb the native
African ways of doing things by substituting European views.
On the other hand, Libermann thought that it is necessary to "institutionalize" work as a freely accepted activity, making it a stable element
of society, if an advanced and lasting civilization is to arise. For it is only
that, in the

rise to the surface." If, like

.

.

.

.

.

.

work has entered the mentality of a people and when
means and methods of work are available to them that they can
rise above the bare subsistence level, develop more complex social structures and cultivate fully their human potential. As Libermann pointed
out, "the rudimentary civilization which does not go beyond the elementary use of the spade and the tool cannot go very far in producing lasting
changes in the ways people act," it cannot "permeate the social and civil
order" and secure an "honest well-being on the natural level."'*'*
Civilization as Missionary Work. At the same time Libermann was convinced that without this "more advanced civilization" the Christian "faith
could not achieve a stable form among these [African] peoples nor the
nascent Churches a secure future." Wide open to all human dimensions,
he realized that a "complete" civilization must include the authentic
dimension of man's religiousness. That was why, unlike Marx,*^* he

when

the duty of

efficient

'^*He shared this reluctance with Karl Marx, who wrote: "Going beyond the immediately
given conditions ... is not merely useless but harmful.'""
'^Libermann assumed this attitude of deference toward experience as a general principle in all kinds of affairs. It is another indication of the openness toward the world which he
advocated .^^

Marxists argue that Marx rejected religion only as he saw
work in its distorted historical forms, that is, as an opiate of the people which prevent
them from removing the causes of their misery and as an instrument of oppression.

'•Some modern "unorthodox"

it

at

39N.D.,

8,

227

f.,

248.

""N.D., 8,248.

*'^M2iV\,AusgewdhlteBriefe,^er\'\n,n.d.AQ1: Brief an

«N.D.,9, 42f.
"See e.g., N.D.,

2, 153
4*N.D., 8,248; 6.66.

f.;

4, 177, 210; 8,

46

f.;

Domola Nieuwenhuis, 22

13, 318.

Feb. 1881.
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included in this complete civilization for these "new human beings" the
fundamental element of religion: "Civilization is impossible without
faith." Accordingly, there can be no secure faith and no firmly established
local Churches without an advanced civilization and, conversely, no secure civilization without faith and its social structural form called the

Church": these "two principles

"local

[are] correlated.""*^

Thus one can understand why Libermann saw

the duty of bringing this
an integral part of missionary work to countries
where such a more complete civilization was still lacking:

advanced

Our

civilization as

mission

initiating the
It is

.

.

consists not only in

.

announcing the

peoples to our European'^*

the task, nay, the duty of the missionary to

morality

is

concerned, but also

in

its

faith

but also in

civilization.

work at it, not only insofar
and physical aspects, i.e.,

intellectual

education, agriculture and technical knowledge.

as
in

If the missionary takes
charge only of the moral aspects of civilization, without worrying about the
rest, others will take over, and he will often see them destroy in a short time
what he has tried to build up at the cost of much trouble and labor. ^^
.

.

.

Accordingly, both the more advanced civilization and the establishment
of native local Churches were to be reached by means of schools and
education. When his priests objected that "the missionary is not a
school-master,"
I

Libermann

understand that

Nevertheless,

it

would cost the missionaries very much

it

is

replied:

urgent to take

this step in

to act as teachers.

order to consolidate their

efforts.

In

my

opinion, to abandon the schools

missions.

Your reply

Once badly

that

you

started, a mission

will start
is

is

to destroy the future of the

them again

date

at a later

is

a joke.

bring to a successful conclusion.
time-consuming and full of trouble, it is

difficult to

work of schools is
important to undertake it from the very beginning.^**

Just because the

Safeguarding the Indigenous Cultures. If evangelization is to lead to the
implantation of the Church in a new region as a self-sustaining Christian community, it must be rooted in the mentality, customs and culture of
the people and not in the culture proper to the missionary's
try.

That was why with

a

home coun-

deep sense of urgency Libermann wrote

to his

priests in Africa:

'^*When Libermann speaks of bringing "European" civilization, he
above-described "will to work" and methods of working.^*'

is

referring to

tfie

^^N.D.,8, 248.
^®See also Blanchard, op.cit., 2, 285 ff. and A. van Melsen, "Science and Christianity as
Universals of Culture," The Thomist, 31 (1967), 137-158.
*^N.D.,8, 248f, 318.
^«N.D., 9, 50, 44.
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Rid yourselves of Europe,
the Negroes,

and you

will

its customs and mentality. Become Negroes with
judge them as they ought to be judged. Become

Negroes with the Negroes, to train them as they should be trained, not in the
European fashion but retaining what is proper to them. Adapt yourselves
to them as servants have to adapt themselves to their masters, their customs,
their taste and manners, in order to perfect and sanctify them, to raise them
up and transfonn them slowly and gradually into a people of God. ^^

And, again,
[The missionaries] must pay particular attention to which customs and
habits are characteristic of the people and the land. They must carefully
avoid disturbing these customs (unless they are against God's law) and
modifying them in a European fashion. They will simply try to make [the
people] more perfect in their own way of life and in accord with their own
customs."^"

Means of Evangelization
Personal Holiness and Natural Talents. Libermann stressed repeatedly the
primordial necessity of holiness, not merely for the personal benefit of his
sons, but as an indispensable means of evangelization:

The people of Africa will

not be converted by the work of clever and capable

missionaries, but through the holiness

and

sacrifices

of their

priests.^'

reason is rather obvious. The planting of a new ecclesial community
cannot be reduced to the level of a multinational business enterprise,
which may succeed through sheer management and organization. In its
primary dimension the Church has a superhuman character and, therefore, can sprout and grow only through God's grace. Thus, in this respect,
the missionaries' role is reduced to that of being "faithful instruments" in
God's hands: "It is not our work that we are doing but his."^^ The most
that human beings can do is endeavor to be a perfect instrument which
offers no resistance to God's action; in other words, to be holy.
Apart from this reason, which applies to any kind of work in God's
service, Libermann indicates two others that are proper to the missions.
The first is that missionaries labor among peoples who do not yet have

The

Thus the nascent Churches dealmost
on
missionaries'
example for their initiation into
pend
entirely
the
Christian living. That's why, in Libermann's language, the latter's "sins
would be original sins" transmitted to the newborn Christian community,
just as their virtues would impress a lasting stamp on it.^^ Secondly,
firmly established Christian traditions.

*«N.D., 9, 330.
5"N.D., 10,452.
=^'D.S., 183.

"N.D.,
"N.D.,

9, 63, 155.

9,

325.
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founding a new local Church demands much more than is ordinarily
required for maintaining an established Church, patience and perseverance in the face of seemingly endless failures and an extraordinary degree
of self-denial.^^

To

foster this holiness,

Libermann

told his sons that "although the

necessary condition." He was
convinced that the loss of fervor and piety "is bound to happen without
fail to most of us living in isolation." The expression "religious life" here
does not refer to so-called "public vows"— the Congregation had none
during his lifetime — but to a community life-style, based on a sober use of
material goods, common religious practices and guidance by a common

mission

is

the purpose, religious

life is its

authority. ^^

The emphasis which Libermann

placed on sanctity does not imply that

he scorned natural talents as a powerful asset in the planting of a local

an instrument must be suitable for the purpose aswould be of little use in adjusting the delicate
signed to
mechanism of a watch, and a saintly missionary who is bereft of natural
Church. After
it.

talents

is

all,

A hammer

is hardly necessary to
concepts of the grace of state,

just as unfit for apostolic endeavors. It

point out that Libermann nurtured

no

false

as if it could make up for a lack of natural abilities. In fact, he was so
convinced of the usefulness of natural talents and training that he always
directed his men to prepare themselves for their task and stressed the
need for careful but flexible planning.
For the same reason he stressed natural gifts whenever he presented
candidates for the episcopacy, characterizing them as "well-educated,"
"capable," "conciliatory," "used to dealing with men of the world." For the
same reason again, he wanted his men to take such elementary business
precautions as insuring their baggage and packing adequate supplies
instad of leaving everything to divine Providence. For the same reason
finally, he insisted that aptitude and desires be taken into account in giving
appointments, and that individuals be not placed permanently in positions below their God-given talents.''^
Represeyitatives of the Church. To make sure that people could recognize
his missionaries as sent by the Church and not by a political power, he
warned them:

Take care never to go beyond the sphere proper to a minister of the Gospel.
The people must never consider you as a political agent
but should see in
you only the priest of the Almighty. ^^
.

It

was not a coincidence that many of Libermann's
5^N.D., 9, 327 ff.
"D.S., 191; N.D., 2, 71; E.S., 436 ff.
'"N.D., 11, 193 f.; 8, 277; Compl., 69; 13. 172; 6, 120.

"N.D.,

7, 162.

.

first

.

missionaries in
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Africa were natives of Savoy, which was then

still independent of France.
Benedict Truffet, his first bishop in Africa, likewise came from Savoy. He
echoed Libermann's instruction in his well-known words;

We do not go to Africa to establish there Italy, France or any other European country, but only the Holy Church of Rome, without regard to nationality. With God's grace we will rid ourselves of everything that is exclusively European and retain only the thoughts of the Church. ^^
Extending the Frontiers of the Church. Even the purest intention of acting
only on behalf of the Church, however, leaves room for considerable
variation in policy. Is it better, for instance, to concentrate on a small area

or to embrace as

much territory as possible and postpone until a later time

the intensification of the Christian spirit? Here, again, Libermann's answer was quite definite. Replying to Le Vavasseur, who wanted concentration

on the
I

island of Reunion, he wrote:

think that the apostolic spirit consists rather in extending the frontiers of

the

we can achieve an extension of
we will have done something stable which
even through the coming centuries. ^^

Church than

these frontiers
will last

.

in perfecting a small part. If
.

then,

.

I

think,

afraid of thinking and planning in a big way. Instead
of limiting himself to a few small islands, he extended his vision to whole
continents and, as we have seen, envisioned the branching out of his
congregation throughout the Christian world in order to be able to work
everywhere.
He maintained that the practical way to occupy a large territory with

Libermann was not

manpower was

to found central residences from which the
wide areas where simple stations, manned by
catechists, would be erected. Once every two months, at least, the priests
were to return to the central residence "to be together for a few days and
relatively little

priests could fan out over

refresh the fervor of their

spirittial life."^''

Relations with Civil Authorities^^

From

the very beginning,

Libermann

followed with respect to the

civil

laid

down certain

principles to be

authorities governing the countries in

which his men were to work. These principles aiined at preventing conflicts and securing good-will, while at the same time safeguarding free^''Quoted byj. B. P'ara, Vie du Venerable

Bishop Truffet's
missionnaire:

letters

Mgr

.

.

.

Franqois

.

.

.

Libe)7rui)in,5thed., Paris, 1913, 431.

have been published by Paule Brasseur, "A

Truffet

.

.

.

,"

Cahiers d'Etudes africaines, no. 58,

la

recherche d'un absolu

tome XV-2, 259-285.

5«N.D.,6, 112.
«"N.D., 2, 247,274.
*'For the relationship between ecclesiastical and religious superiors according to Liber-

mann,

see

Koren

I,

177

ff.

or Blanchard,

op.cit., 2,

309

ff.
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As has already been pointed out, he warned
do anything that would make them appear as political

religious sphere.

his priests not to

On

agents.
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the other hand, he insisted:

Endorse their plans and help
Be on good terms with the authorities.
them as long as these plans remain within the limits of justice and truth and
^'^
are not opposed to the propagation of the faith and the moral order.
.

.

.

officials' conduct was far from edifying, it would
become impatient with them or bitter and harsh in
dealing with them. Good relations with them would still be of paramount

Even

if

the government

not be advisable to

The

importance. ^^

reason

is:

Although government officials have no spiritual powers, they can cause you
trouble and frustrate you in many ways. On the other hand, if they think
well of you, they can be useful in advancing the work of salvation.^'*

To prevent

troubles,

Libermann suggested the following

rules of pru-

dence and diplomacy:
As much as possible, avoid giving the impression that you have any doubt
regarding their good will toward you. ... If you appear to have confidence
in them, and act as if you suspected nothing, they will often lack the courage

1.

to

show

2.

Do

their

ill-will.

not speak and act in an authoritarian way.

they show in the exercise of their powers

conduct of Church
3.

Take care

worsted.

.

.

to

avoid clashes. These

Once

.

in a

men

The

haughtiness which

must not show up
kind and humble way.
.

.

in

your

are not accustomed to being

they have taken a stand, they do not withdraw, and

you succeed

steps that they cannot prevent
will

Be firm

affairs. ...

.

make you pay

for

it

on other

in getting the best

if by
of them, they

occasions.

inevitable,
and you get the best of [a government
do not take on the air of triumph and make him feel that it is you
who have won. Be nice about it and avoid discussing anything that could
bring up the question again.
Do not humiliate others under any pretext
4. If

a conflict

is

.

.

.

official],

.

.

.

whatsoever.

requests.

request

Above

all,

^N.D.,
'N.D.,

much
Go and see

avoid as

5. Finally,
.

.

.

as possible

them,

.

.

.

any exchange of letters and official
prepare the ground and make your

orally.*'^

there should be no systematic opposition:

7, 162.

Cf. 4, 435.

7, 161.

*N.D.,4, 436.
'N.D., 9, 241 f.
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they will not give in. Therefore, take your precautions
of war, even when government officials ask
declaration
lest there ever be any
you something which you cannot do in conscience. Briefly, kindness and
charity will always be of great help, while rigidity and inflexible ways of

Once war is declared,

acting will always be interpreted as intolerance.

And you know that once you

'^^
are considered as intolerant, you will be good for nothing.

"BN.D.,

9,

233.

